
 

 
 
 

 
MATCH™ & MATCH™ PEARL 

Design Intent 
 
 

 
Quality without Compromise: 
 
Storm Bowling Products offers a wide variety of equipment ranging from balls, bags, and shoes, to great apparel 
and more. Storm has long been recognized as the leader of the high performance market, and you’ll surely see 
why once you have the chance to roll the new Match and Match Pearl!   
 
Not all lane conditions require Premier™ line equipment with all the coverstock technology needed for maximum 
traction. That’s why Storm created the Hot™ line; it offers more control and easier skid through the heads. Some 
lanes hook more than others, especially wood lanes. So, if your current arsenal is pushing you a bit outside of your 
comfort level, forcing you too deep inside, grab a Hot line release and you will instantly find your way back to the 
pocket.   
 
 
Hot as a Match: 
 
The Hot line is performance value at its best. Always reserved for strong motion, any Hot line ball will provide you 
with the most bang for your buck. This price point is a must-stock for pro shops around the country, especially 
those with drier house shots. These two new releases are sure to be hotter than a match! 
 
With exciting new technology inside, the pins will be nothing more than match sticks for you. The new Stinger™ 
Core offers a medium RG and flare potential which works for a variety of styles. This shape allows you to control 
your roll pattern and, finally, your ball reaction. Need a little more hook? Just place the pin in a strong position, say 
3.5” from your PAP, and you’re ready to roll.   
 
And with two different versions to choose from, both a sanded solid and polished pearl, you are sure to find a 
Match which matches your game. Both feature the more controllable Reactor™ Reactive coverstock blend which 
offers less reactivity with ample durability. They fit perfectly in-between the Rocket™ and Ride™ series, and are 
sure to help you maintain the perfect arsenal you need to achieve your goals on the lanes.     
 
Storm – We are ‘the Bowler’s Company™’ 
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